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By Philippa Goldstein

The contagious nature and transmission rate of COVID-19, resulting in the far-reaching geographical spread of the
coronavirus, demonstrates just how connected and globalized the world has become.

What cost will this public global health crisis have in economic terms and how long will it take for the United
Kingdom's hotel market to recover to pre-COVID-19 levels?

The economic consequences from COVID-19 will be stark and hotels are likely to be disproportionately impacted.

With the ongoing enforced lockdown, the current focus is one of survival, with cash conservation and liquidity of
immediate concern.

The range of fiscal measures put in place by the U.K. government, in particular the business rates 12-month holiday
for the hospitality sector, together with the ability to furlough staff for an initial period of up to three months, have
substantially reduced the holding costs to hoteliers of a closed hotel operation.

To be ready and responsive to the opportunities ahead and to provide hope at this time of great uncertainty, we take a
look at how the U.K. hotel sector has survived past events.

Whilst the immediate economic impact is anticipated by many to be more severe than past economic downturns, we
outline what the forthcoming recovery may potentially look like.

With the use of HotStats data, the graph below shows London's RevPAR performance over a 20-year period and what
becomes immediately apparent is the resilience over time of the London hotel market.
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His torical trends  in RevPAR - London. Source: HotStats

The change in global travel and the changing patterns in leisure spend have contributed to the strength and
robustness of the sector:

London has achieved a compound annual average growth in RevPAR of 4.1 percent since 1997.

Since the global financial crisis of 2008, London achieved year-on-year RevPAR growth of 4.6 percent, despite
strong growth in hotel supply of 35 percent, to more than 160,000 rooms.

Appreciating the challenges coming from a period of lockdown and the enforced total sector paralysis, we
anticipate the sector will rebound strongly once the economy revives and travel restrictions are lifted.

We envisage a V-shaped, stepped recovery. Occupancy growth will be stronger during the initial phase of
recovery, but the rebound in RevPAR will only fully recover once travel restrictions are eased and long-haul
inbound visitors return, which will help drive the ADR growth.

Prior to the outbreak of COVID-19, the global economic crisis in 2008 was the last occasion when the U.K. witnessed
a decline in inbound visitor arrivals.

The graph below shows the year-on-year changes in inbound tourism to the U.K., with declines in total inbound
visitor Arrivals in both 2001 and 2009.

Long-term trends  in inbound tourism to the U.K.: Annual percentage change 2000-19. Source: Vis itBritain

The key takeaway from the above two graphs is the speed with which the markets recover after major events such as
the economic downturns in 2001 and 2009.

This provides us with confidence when forecasting the likely pattern of recovery this time around, in whilst there are
many unknowns, there is hope for a reasonably swift return to positive growth figures.

Looking at the period post-SARS in 2003, of particular interest is  the difference in recovery between London and
regional U.K.

Despite the outbreak of SARS predominantly being confined to China and Southeast Asia, long-haul travel to the U.K.
was affected.



RevPAR percentage change London vs . Regional U.K. year-on-year, January 2002 to December 2003. Source: HotStats

London witnessed a more severe decline in RevPAR, 21 percent at the peak of the decline in April 2003.

Monthly RevPAR data highlights regional UK recovering sharply over a two-month period in May and June 2003.

London's RevPAR witnessed an early boost, but took a full six months to recover, before long-haul inbound visitor
arrivals was fully restored.

Following the U.S. terrorist atrocities in 2001, London's RevPAR took almost 12 months to recover.

Due to the global crisis of COVID-19, containment of the virus will vary significantly by country, as such restrictions
on overseas travel will undoubtedly take place over an extended period of time.

The U.K. hotel markets that have a strong international appeal, such as London and Edinburgh, are likely to endure a
longer period of recovery.

What will be the ultimate impact of COVID-19 on economic growth a severe but short-lived downturn, or one that is
more protracted?
The following graph looks at the recovery period on a monthly basis following the global financial crisis of 2008,
with regional U.K. shown to have a more severe and drawn out recovery than compared to London.

London vs . Regional U.K. monthly RevPAR and year-on-year RevPAR percentage change January 2008 to December 2011. Source: HotStats

London took a full 14 months to return to a level of RevPAR similar to pre-crisis, but following London's lowest point
of the crisis in August 2009, the revival of London's hotel market was impressive.

By December 2009 London had achieved RevPAR growth of 3.9 percent greater than the same period prior to the
crisis.

The potential for the London market to rebound strongly once COVID-19 is contained and travel restrictions eased is
positive, albeit the recovery up the curve will take time. Assuming, the hotel market reopens by the end of Q2, we
would anticipate a full market recovery by Q2-2021, with further market specific growth thereafter.

The severity of the economic downturn will likely have a more lasting impact on the performance of the regional
U.K. hotel market. Corporate budgets are likely to be squeezed, whilst the level of unemployment will dictate the
disposable income available and therefore the propensity to spend on leisure-based experiences.

Changes to a hotel's segmentation mix will ultimately impact upon a hotel's RevPAR, but a decline in occupancy, is
not a prerequisite for lowering the room rate in an effort to stimulate demand. As a result of the U.K. recession in
2009, the regional U.K. market suffered 21 months of year-on-year declines in RevPAR and took five years to recover



 

the loss in RevPAR, which was largely attributed to the fall in the average room rate. Many lessons can therefore be
learnt from the financial crisis of 2009, to prevent a protracted and painful recovery in the regional markets.

Recovery plan for 2020

Recovery, in particular for the regional U.K. market will be focused on driving domestic demand. On a normal year,
domestic overnight visits account for approximately 76 percent of total visits in the U.K., yet represent only
approximately 58 percent of total annual room nights. With the widespread outbreak of COVID-19 across Continental
Europe and the U.S.A., capitalizing on a share of the 47 million annual outbound visits made in 2018 by U.K.
residents holidaying abroad, the potential for increased room nights in the leisure segment could be significant.

With all schools closed and deemed unlikely to return until September, the traditional six-week summer holiday
period will effectively be extended, allowing families the opportunity to take a U.K. holiday perhaps in June or early
July, assuming the restrictions on social distancing have been sufficiently eased to allow this. Rural and coastal
areas are likely to benefit and see a greater uplift in trading. Regional U.K., therefore, has the potential to benefit from
sources of demand not previously at its  disposal pre-COVID-19.

Where there is a growing and urgent need for the provision of short-term accommodation for key medical workers,
sizeable, city-center hotels in close proximity to hospitals are likely to benefit. Demand generated from the NHS
sector is expected to continue until late September and will form an important part of the early recovery for city-
center hotels, both in London and regional U.K.

As restrictions on social distancing are eased, many hotels may decide to remain closed until they are confident
that occupancy levels on re-opening are sufficient to ensure that any operating losses are less than the holding costs
of keeping the hotels closed. Thus we may see many hotels delaying re-opening rather than opening as soon as the
restrictions permit. As a result this could have a positive impact on the trading performance for those hotels that do
open from the outset. We might also see some of the larger chains, which have multiple hotels in the same
geographic markets, phasing the opening of their hotels. Hotels that depend to a large extent on the meeting and
conference segment, might well stay closed for a prolonged period.

Once travel restrictions are eased, investment activity will resume, but with a time lag for the due diligence involved,
we envisage Q4 will witness a surge in activity.

Philippa Goldstein is hotel analyst at real estate brokerage and consultancy Knight Frank, London.
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